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ABSTRACT 
The virtual currency Bitcoin has got a lot of attention since it was presented in late 2008 and implemented in early 
2009. However, the main attention has been on the currency and not the underlying technology called the block-
chain. This paper argues that we need to look beyond the Bitcoin currency and investigate the potential use of the 
blockchain technology also for public sector as a mean for a secure, distributed, open, and inexpensive  database 
technology. The technology is discussed as an information infrastructure and the generativity it allows and sup-
ports. After a thorough overview of academic publications on the subject of Bitcoin, and especially Bitcoin used in 
public sector, the paper presents a relevant use case highlighting the innovation potential of the new, distributed 
technology. The literature review reveals that the Bitcoin technology is absent from the e-Government literature, de-
spite the undeniable high innovation potential it represents also in public sector. The use case presented shows that 
Bitcoin could be a promising technology for many types of permanent, or relatively permanent, documents in public 
sector. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Once in a while technological breakthroughs occur that open up a whole new world of possibilities. Inter-
net itself was a breakthrough like this, and the invention of the web, with its HTTP protocol built on top 
of the Internet the protocols, likewise opened up a new world of possibilities. To many the breakthrough 
in trustless commerce made possible with the Bitcoin protocol holds a bit of the same potential as the 
aforementioned examples and comparison with the early web development has been done (Andreessen, 
2014).  
 
Public sector faces a number of challenges, not least in more cost efficient use of ICT and better interop-
erability between systems (Codagnone and Wimmer, 2007). The Bitcoin blockchain can be viewed as an 
open, distributed, and trustless database on the Internet. Trustless here means that it requires no third par-
ty to secure transactions. Currently the Bitcoin blockchain is limited to handle a maximum of seven trans-
actions pr. second (Zohar, 2015) and is therefore not, as yet, ideal for high volume transactions. However, 
for efficient storing of more persistent objects and assets it is ideal. The low cost of transactions (transac-
tion fees are typical a couple of cents) combined with a high degree of security makes promises for a cost 
efficient and secure way of storing also public documents of various types and in addition get a better in-
teroperability due to the open and distributed architecture.  
 
While technology adoption and efficient use in e-Government is a subject comprising far more than just 
technology itself, as for instance Welch and Feeney point out in their technology-organization capacity 
model (Welch and Feeney, 2014), a prerequisite for better use of ICT in public sector nevertheless is first 
a knowledge of what technologies are at hand, and then a discussion on how to best use them and incor-
porate them in the organizational structure. 
 
So far there seems to be little discussion of this major technological breakthrough in public sector and 
what it can do for future development in e-Government. The research objective of this paper thus is 
 
 to give an overview of the Bitcoin literature in general and Bitcoin in e-Government in particular 
 to study the potential for using Bitcoin technology in public sector services  
 
The objectives will be met by first carrying out a thorough literature review related to Bitcoin and then to 
explore a use case that will shed light on the possible use of the technology in public sector. Bitcoin is 
used throughout the paper as a proxy for cryptobased currency systems. Bitcoin is by far the most im-
portant of these and represents in early 2015 a total market cap of approximately 3.5 billion US $ (Böhme 




In section 2 a brief explanation of the Bitcoin technology is given, to the extent necessary for the paper. In 
section 3 Bitcoin as an information infrastructure and platform for innovation is discussed in the context 
of public sector e-service development. The method used in the paper is described in section 4 before a 
use case is explored and discussed in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes with open problems and sug-
gestions for further research on the use of this quite important technology.  
2 WHAT IS BITCOIN? 
Bitcoin is a virtual currency first presented in a white paper by Satoshi Nakamoto (Nakamoto, 2008). As 
many will know, Satoshi Nakamoto is a pseudonym and the real author(s) and creator(s) have yet to be 
identified. The Bitcoin application was launched on the 3
rd
 of January 2009 to a group of subscribers of a 
cypher-punk mailing list (Popper, 2015). For a couple of years not much happened to the new currency 
and activity was constrained to a small group of experts on cryptography that also happened to be deeply 
sceptical to the government (ibid.). But from 2012 on the interest in Bitcoin started to rise and reached a 
till now top in the end of 2013 and beginning of 2014. The sharp rise in exchange rates between Bitcoin 
and traditional currencies was the main reason for the increasing interest. However, what goes up, gener-
ally must come down, and the downfall in exchange rates was substantial.  From January 2014 to the end 
of the year the Bitcoin to US dollar exhange rate fell from ca. 950 US $/BTC to ca. 250 US $/BTC. 




Digital cash was nothing new when Bitcoin entered the stage in 2009. David Chaum introduced the con-
cept in 1983 and at the same time he introduced blind signatures to prevent payments to be traceable 
(Chaum, 1983). But the requirement of a central server to hold the signatures was the Achilles’ heel and 
continued to be so until the advent of Bitcoin. Other noticeable contribution to the development of digital 
cash, or crypto currencies, was done by Adam Back with Hash cash (Back, 2001), Nick Szabo with Bit 
gold (Szabo, 2008), and Wai Dei with b-money (Dai, 1998). Bitcoin builds on all these efforts (Popper, 
2015). 
 
Bitcoin was the first technology to solve the problem of how to establish trust between otherwise unrelat-
ed parties over an untrusted network like the Internet without relying on a third, central party, be it organ-
isational or technological. The problem of establishing trust among untrusted parties is generally known 
as the Byzantine Generals’ Problem and was first formulated by Lamport et al. (1982). The problem was 
related to computer systems’ handling of conflicting information from different parts or components. 
How can the computer, or in Bitcoin’s situation the network, trust which message is the correct one when 
it gets conflicting messages?  
 
The problem was illustrated with the story of a Byzantine army camping outside an enemy city. The gen-
erals can communicate with one another only by messenger. They must decide on whether to attack or 
withdraw, but the problem is that there could be traitors among the generals preventing the loyal generals 
from reaching a conclusion. Is there an algorithm that can help the majority of the generals (the loyal gen-
erals) to reach a conclusion without being disturbed by the traitors? Bitcoin solved the problem in an ele-
gant way by using a method based on “Proof-of-work” (Nakamoto, 2008). To put it simple: to compro-
mise the system by trying to alter the transactions on the blockchain will cost enormous amounts of com-
puting power, which translates into electrical power and that means a lot of money. The cost of compro-
mising the system must outweigh the profit of doing so. 
                                                     
1 http://coinmarketcap.com  
2 http://bitcoincharts.com  
Bitcoin is a distributed technological platform that is both a currency and an underlying infrastructure for 
moving virtual money or other digital things. The unique feature of Bitcoin is that it facilitates payments 
between persons or parties without the need for a trusted third part. Trust is built into the technology and 
is maintained by the network of Bitcoin users. This represents a major technological breakthrough and at 
the same time also threatens to disrupt existing structures built on third party trust, like our banks. There 
is no central bank issuing new bitcoins as there are no banks guaranteeing payments between individuals.  
Inn addition to solving the trust problem formulated in the Byzantine generals’ problem in a technological 
way Bitcoin also has introduced other remarkable features: It is the first technology realizing micro pay-
ments and it is also the first technology to combine a currency and secure deposits of digital assets; pref-
erably assets that do not change over time or that changes very little. The last feature is the base for this 
paper and the use case described in section five. 
The most interesting thing with Bitcoin seen from a public sector view thus is the blockchain technology. 
It is a public ledger where all Bitcoin transactions are recorded – free for everyone to access. The details 
of a transaction do not reveal directly the parties involved, only the addresses of the involved parties and 
the amount of Bitcoin transferred (Antonopoulos, 2014). Although the blockchain marks the really inter-
esting technology it is crucial to understand the deep interlinking between the currency bitcoin and the 
underlying blockchain technology. One cannot exist without the other (ibid.). 
Bitcoin relies on two fundamental technologies from cryptography (Böhme et al., 2015): public-private 
cryptography for making digital signatures to store and spend money and cryptographic validation of 
transactions by hash functions. A Bitcoin transaction is a digital signature which signs a transaction con-
taining the payers address, the recipients address, and the amount (of bitcoin) transferred (Antonopoulos, 
2014). The transaction is propagated to the Bitcoin network, e.g. the nodes comprising all users of the 
Bitcoin core program, and eventually bundled with other transactions to a single block (ibid.). The new 
block is attached to the blockchain through a mining process where computer power is used to solve a 






The mining operation and the following bitcoin reward is the only way new bitcoins are released into the 
system, and is an important incentive to the miners and their securing of transactions. Of special interest 
for the use of Bitcoin technology in public sector is so-called sidechains. There already exist many alter-
native blockchains to Bitcoin. These are blockchains sharing the underlying Bitcoin technology, but dif-
fering in addresses (Back et al., 2014). From the alternative chains we have alternate coins, or Altcoins. 
Back et al. (ibid.) introduces the concept of pegged sidechains, which are interoperable blockchains 
where assets can be moved freely between chains. Instead of using the main Bitcoin blockchain for all 
sorts of transactions they propose pegged sidechains to ease the pressure on the main block and to achieve 
better security by partly isolating transactions that are not strictly about payments between parties. A ma-
jor benefit of sidechains compared to alternative chains (Altcoins) is that the sidechains use Bitcoin and 
can use the PoW work done on the main blockchain for security. The currency Bitcoin is also transferra-
ble between the main blockchain and the sidechains. Another important factor is that the amount of mon-
ey at risk is only the money in the sidechain, not the money in the main blockchain (Back et al., 2014). 
Although the virtual currency itself could have a place in public sector use, this paper looks at the poten-
tial use provided by the blockchain technology. Bitcoin is a platform on which new applications and ser-
vices can be built. The Internet itself represented, and represents, an important platform for permission-
less innovation both in private and public sector, and the Bitcoin infrastructure holds the same promises 
in its field.  
                                                     
3 BTC is the current notation of the Bitcoin currency (1 BTC = 1 Bitcoin) 
4 The reward started out with 50 BTC and was halved in 2012 to 25 BTC. It will be halved again in 2016 and follows this scheme 
until all 21 mill. Bitcoin have been released. By the year 2140 all bitcoin will be released, and reward for the miners will be re-
duced to the fees included in the transactions (Nakamoto, 2008). 
3 BITCOIN AS AN INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PUBLIC 
SECTOR INNOVATION 
Bitcoin can be seen as an information infrastructure in that it meets the definition “a shared, open and 
unbounded, heterogeneous, and evolving socio-technical system consisting of a set of IT capabilities and 
their user, operations, and design communities” (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2010). The characteristic proper-
ties of an information infrastructure and how Bitcoin fits in is showed in the table below. The table builds 
on Hanseth and Lyytinen (ibid.). 
Table 1: Bitcoin as an information infrastructure 
Property Information infrastruscture  
(in general) 
Bitcoin as an information infrastrucutre (II) 
Shared Universally and across multi-
ple IT capabilities 
Bitcoin is universally shared (one only need an Internet con-
nection to use/take part) 
Open Yes, allowing unlimited con-
nections to user communities 
and new capabilities 
Bitcoin is open for any users and offering an infrastructure for 
“permissionless innovation” 
Heterogenous Increasingly hetereogeneous 
both technically and socially 
Bitcoin has already generated a myriad of new applications 
and platforms (hundreds of altcoins, emerging sidechains, 
foundation for new platforms like Ethereum
5
) 
Evolving Yes, unlimited by time or user 
community 
Although a new technology, Bitcoin bears the signs of an un-
limited evolvement. The particular Bitcoin system can wither, 
but the technology will be brought forward by others 
Organizing 
principles 
Recursive composition of IT 
capabilities, platforms and in-
frastructures over time 
Bitcoin itself is fearly new (6,5 years), but already a recursive 
composition of IT-capabilities (e.g. different wallets), plat-
forms (e.g. different altcoins), and infrastructures (e.g. Ethere-
um and Lightning network) have found place (WOOD, 2014), 
(Poon and Dryja, 2015) 
Control Distributed and dynamically 
negotiated 
Bitcoin is a distributed system based on open source software 
and changes are dynamically negotiated among the user com-
munity (e.g. substantial changes need to have a majority of 
“votes” in order to be accepted) 
Although Hanseth and Lyytinen distinguish between platforms and an information infrastructures, Bitcoin 
can also be seen as a digital platform, as defined by Kazlan et al. (Kazan et al., 2014). Their definition, 
which builds on Yoo et al. (Yoo et al., 2010) reads: “a proprietary or open modular layered technological 
architecture that support efficient development of innovative derivatives”. Digital platforms thus differ 
from other other central ICT concepts like architecture and infrastructure. Architecture is the conceptual 
and logical structure of a system (Tiwana et al., 2010) whereas infrastructure is the operationalisation of 
architecture (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2010). Despite these differences Bitcoin regarded as a platform in 
Kazan et al.’s view (2014) can also help us understand the use of the technology in public sector. 
                                                     
5 Ethereum is a derivative of Bitcoin that focuses on smart, programmable contracts. It uses a separate blockchain with its own 
currency; ether (WOOD, 2014) 
 Figure 1: Platform Evolution (Kazan et al., 2014) 
The digital platform part is again divided in layers, from bottom and up: 1) Device layer, 2) System layer, 
3) Network layer, 4) Service layer, and 5) Content layer (Kazan et al., 2014). Although Kazan et al. inves-
tigates digital platforms as disruptive information technology artefacts in a business context, the model 
will also suit public administration and public sector service provision. Kazan et al. also introduce the 
governance regime as another dimension to the platform dimension. They differentiate between a central-
ised and decentralised governance regime and argue that the strategic interplay of governance regimes 
and platform layers is deterministic of whether disruptive derivatives are permitted to flourish. They use 
the PayPal service (centralised governance) and Coinkite (decentralised governance) in their comparative 
use cases study. CoinKite is a Bitcoin wallet. 
This paper recognizes the digital platform and governance regime interplay as an important factor for dis-
ruptive derivatives to be developed. The paper also builds on the assumption that the governance model in 
public administration is centralised, and that introducing a new digital platform like Bitcoin could foster 
new disruptive derivative services in public sector, but at the same time could challenge the centralised 
governance model. The disruptive derivatives will rely on the technology’s generativity, as defined by 
Zittrain (2006). According to Zittrain generativity denotes a technology’s overall capacity to produce un-
prompted change driven by large, varied, and uncoordinated audiences. He contrasts generativity to 
openness and argues that a pc running the Windows operating system (OS) is highly generative despite 
the proprietary nature of the OS. Zittrain’s ideas of generativity corresponds very much to the information 
infrastructure theory, but lacks the theoretical underpinning (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2010). 
 The use case presented in section five will be discussed in light of digital platforms, information infra-
structures, and the ideas of generativity. 
The research objective of the paper is to show that the Bitcoin technology represents a valuable digital 
platform for generativity and innovation also in public sector. This will be shown by exploring a use case 
to shed light on the innovation potential in public sector, but first we will give an overview of the Bitcoin 
literature in general and the Bitcoin literature in public sector especially. 
4 METHODOLOGY 
The paper is of explorative and conceptual nature and relies on a thorough literature review of public sec-
tor related Bitcoin papers. For the illustration of potential use of Bitcoin technology in public sector a se-
lected use case with special relevance to public sector has been studied.  
 
It is important to emphasize that the conceptual style of the paper is necessary since the use of Bitcoin is 
almost non-existent in public sector. The only part of Bitcoin paid attention to by public sector is under-
standably the regulation concerning the currency. 
 
Although Bitcoin is built on well-known technology it is a new platform with few implementations and 
none based on public sector services, as far as this author has managed to identify. The paper therefore 
must be based on existing literature where public sector and e-Government is mentioned, and pilots in-
volving public sector based services or related to public sector. The first few academic publications on 
Bitcoin emerged in 2011, and the number has subsequently grown by a factor of around three since then, 
as Brett Scott’s overview shows (Scott, 2014): 
Table 2: The growth of academic publications with Bitcoin as a theme (Scott, 2014) 






Table 2 shows that the number of academic publications (most of the publications are peer-reviewed pa-
pers) grows exponentially. But it also shows that the number of academic publications is relatively small. 
Due to this fact “white papers” have been an important source of information for those who want to learn 
about the technology and the possibilities. A white paper is “an authoritative report or guide informing 
readers in a concise manner about a complex issue and presenting the issuing body's philosophy on the 
matter”6. Although white papers often come close to marketing presentation, many of the Bitcoin white 
papers resembles academic papers (e.g. Satoshi Nakamoto’s original Bitcoin paper (Nakamoto, 2008) and  
Adam Back et al.’s paper on side chains (Back et al., 2014)).   
The main source of literature for the topic Bitcoin in e-Government is the extensive e-Government Refer-
ence Library, EGRL, which in the latest version 10.5 contains 7,237 of predominantly English-language, 
peer-reviewed work in the study domains of electronic government and electronic governance (Scholl, 
2015) and the Google Scholar academic search tool.  
Furthermore, the list of Bitcoin-related academic publications assembled by Brett Scott (Scott, 2014) has 
been used to identify relevant papers. The table below shows a categorization of the papers found using 
the three sources. Broad categories of technology, economy, regulations, and e-government were created 
as a result of screening the Bitcoin related papers. The categorization was done based on the title, the 
summary of the papers, and the journal. In case of ambiguity the complete paper was downloaded. 
Table 3: Categorization of Bitcoin publications from different sources 
Category EGRL 10.5 Google Scholar Bitcoin Academic Publ. 
Search phrase
7
 “bitcoin” “bitcoin e-Government” - 
Economy 0 1 114 
Technology 0 1 124 
Regulation 0 4 59 
Other 0 0 17 
Irrelevant - 78 0 
Total 0 84 314 
Searches for “bitcoin” in the extensive e-Government literature database EGRL 10.5 did not give any re-
sult, a clear indication that the research community in the e-Government field has not yet discovered or 
considered this topic. A search for “bitcoin” and “e-Government” on Google Scholar did give 84 results, 
but most of them turned out to be irrelevant. Only six publications dealt with Bitcoin or crypto currencies 
                                                     
6 Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_paper  
7 For the collection Bitcoin Academic Publications all publications were categorized. 
and four of them was about regulations. The two papers categorized as ‘Technology’ and ‘Economy’ did 
not really fall into the e-Government field despite the mentioning of ‘e-Government’. The best source for 
academic literature on Bitcoin is the Bitcoin Academic Publications, assembled by Brett Scott (Scott, 
2014). It is an extensive coverage of Bitcoin related publications published in a Google spreadsheet open 
for everybody. It is updated to include 2014 publications. Most of the publications listed fall within the 
fields of technology and economy. There are also quite a few publications dealing with regulation and 
governance. The category “other” contains work in different research fields, e.g. environmental issues, 
social science etc.  
From the literature search we can conclude that Bitcoin and crypto currency technology is absent from e-
Government research. It is high time to do something about that. 
We have also used a case study approach (Yin, 2013) and studied a relevant use case to shed light on the 
possibilities for using Bitcoin technology in public sector services. The use case was chosen because of its 
high relevance for public sector. The use case method is especially useful in situations where the re-
searcher has little or no control over the object to be studied, and for its usefulness in answering “how” 
and “why” questions (Yin, 2013, Kazan et al., 2014). This is the case for Bitcoin in e-Government context 
where there to date are no obvious use cases to study. 
5 USE CASE: ACADEMIC CERTIFICATES STORED ON THE 
BLOCKCHAIN 
Andreas Antonopoulos is one of the most experienced Bitcoin technologists and the author of “Mastering 
Bitcoin (Antonopoulos, 2014). In addition to serving on the advisory board for many startup companies in 
Bitcoin technology he is also a Teaching Fellow at the University of Nicosia where he teaches the online 
courses in digital currencies. Finishing the MOOC-based
8
 course “Introduction to Digital Currencies” he 
decided to store the academic certificates for all the students who successfully completed the course on 
the Bitcoin blockchain (University of Nicosia, 2014). After all, one of the great promises of the block-
chain technology is that it can serve as a decentralised, permanent, and utterly secure store for all types of 
information assets, not just as a currency or a payment system. That is what makes it interesting also for 
public sector use. 
The following basic requirements were set up before the project of storing the academic certificates on 
the blockchain started: 
 
 The process should involve no other services or products other than the Bitcoin blockchain 
 The process should allow someone to authenticate a University of Nicosia certificate without hav-
ing to contact the University of Nicosia 
 The process should allow someone to complete the process even if the University of Nicosia no 
longer existed (or, more likely, if the University of Nicosia website no longer existed in its cur-
rent form or records are lost and so on) 
 
The process of storing the academic certificates on the blockchain followed these steps (University of 
Nicosia, 2014): 
1. Hash of the individual certificates 
A hash of a certificate is at the core of the process. A hash function is a one-way function that 
takes any arbitrary data as input and produces a string with a fixed number of characters (Schnei-
er, 1994). In addition to the one-way function (there is no way to recreate the document given the 
hash value of it), another important property of hash functions is that the risk of two different in-
puts generating the same hash value is practically non-existent. Also the slightest change in the 
input text (e.g. removing a comma) will produce a completely different hash value of the docu-
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ment. Hash functions are generally used to verify the integrity of messages. In Bitcoin technology 
the SHA-256 hash function is used. The SHA-256 hash function belongs to the SHA-2 collection 
of functions designed by the National Security Agency (NSA) to be a new standard, replacing the 
SHA-1 collection (Liu and Özsu, 2009). 
 
2. Index put on the blockchain 
Instead of storing each individual certificate on the blockchain an index document containing the 
hashes of all the certificates were created and the hash value of the index document stored on the 
blockchain (see Appendix). The reasons for doing it this way were both effectiveness (less waste 
of blockchain space) and security (more secure than individual certificates). The hash of the index 
document was entered to the blockchain in an unspendable Bitcoin transaction to serve as the 
permanent record underpinning the whole approach. 
 
3. Timing and instructions 
The certificates had to be self-verifying and it created a problem with the entering of the hashed 
index on the blockchain. The solution was to indicate a time frame in the documents and be very 
careful about the process until the certificates were placed on the blockchain.  
 
4. Public access 
The index document containing the hashes of all the individual certificates is published on the 
University of Nicosia homepage. But if this was all, there would be no use for the blockchain. For 
the process to be truly decentralised people should be able to find a copy of the index document 
anywhere on the web and compare it to the index document on the blockchain. 
 
The verification process is carried out in two steps; one for verifying the index document and the second 
for verifying the particular certificate: 
1. Verifying the index document 
Ensure that you are using a valid index document from the University of Nicosia. The hash of the 
index document should be the same as the hash stored on the blockchain, in the specified 
timeframe. 
 
2. Verify the certificate 
Once the index document has been verified, a SHA-256 hash of the certificate (in pdf) should be 
compared to the hash of the same certificate listed in the index document. If the hash values are 
similar, the certificate is authentic. Of course, the comparison of the hash values only guarantees 
the authenticity of the certificate, not that the person who sent the certificate is the same as the 
person on the certificate. That has to be validated in other ways. 
 
The use case above has shown one possible use of the Bitocin blockchain technology for public sector. 
All organisations issuing certificates, licenses etc. could benefit from the new technology, as this use case 
shows. The use case from the University of Nicosia has pointed to a couple of challenges that should be 
investigated more in depth in order to arrive at a best practice for storing certificates and licenses on the 
blockchain.   
 
The Bitcoin technology fits the definition of a digital platform and the characteristics of an information 
infrastructure can also be found in the technology, as shown in table 1. Its dispersed and distributed 
“ownership” is in line with the central attribute of an II. Installed base is another key element in an in-
formation infrastructure and denotes technical and non-technical elements illustrating the network effects 
determining the development of the infrastructure (Hanseth and Lyytinen, 2010). The installed base in 
this case is the organisational, economic, and legal factors governing today’s public service II. The legal 
factors are of special importance, as is also discussed in many of the publications listed in section four. 
However, the legal and regulatory factors discussed in these papers are mostly about regulating the cur-
rency and the payment system. The use case described above, and similar uses of Bitcoin, escapes these 
worries since the payment part is just a necessary side effect and not the goal itself. That is the case with 
all use cases belonging to so-called “smart contracts” use of Bitcoin. The currency is used only as a token 
in these cases. 
 
Bitcoin is often touted as a “trustless” technology because it does not rely on a third party to secure trans-
actions. However, the term “trustless” is a bit misleading, and for several sectors, not least public sector, a 
term that could make the technology repellent. Trust is a part of all ICT systems, also peer to peer sys-
tems. The difference is that trust must be put in the developers and the network itself, rather than in a 
third party institution. 
 
An information infrastructure without direct Government control might seem scary for public sector. 
When considering Bitcoin as an interesting technology in e-Government we need to review history and be 
reminded of the “battle” between global network standards in the end of the 1980s, beginning of 1990s. 
Governments had the choice between the controlled OSI protocol and the Internet protocol, and most of 
them chose the OSI protocol. USA’s Government OSI Profile – GOSIP – became the standard for many 
other nations’ OSI profiles, e.g. NOSIP – Norwegian OSI Profile (Ness, 2013). Internet’s rise in populari-
ty made it a de facto standard that soon overrun the OSI protocol’s, not least because the OSI standards 
struggled to deliver working and interoperable services (ibid.). Internet became the national and interna-
tional standard for global communication not because of national priorities, but despite them. This is 
something to bear in mind when considering a technology that uses the same model that Internet itself. 
 
There is also the question of the strategic interplay of governance regimes and platform layers and its in-
fluence on the flourishing of disruptive derivatives according to Kazan et al. (2014). If this is also the case 
for public sector services is unclear and something worth following up through more research. This is 
highly connected to the generativity potential of the Bitcoin technology as an open, permissionless inno-
vation platform. 
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 
This paper has shown that the topic Bitcoin technology is absent from e-Government literature. The major 
part of academic publishing on Bitcoin has been in the fields of technology, economy, and regulation.  
The use case detailed and analysed in the chapter above shows that Bitcoin indeed should be of interest 
also for public sector bodies. Storing certificates on the block-chain is a cost-effective way of storing and 
securing vital information. The use case shows that this is possible for certificates, but also that this could 
be a promising technology for all types of permanent, or relatively permanent, public documents. Other 
examples could include contracts of different types (e.g. procurement contracts), licenses (e.g. driving li-
censes), and many more.  
e-Government researchers must wake up and see the promising potential in the Bitcoin technology and 
start researching ways this technology can be utilized by public sector. This topic is wide open for re-
search. There are a lot of questions that need to be answered by doing more research. Among the many 
research questions are how can the Bitcoin blockchain technology help innovate the development of digi-
tal services from public sector? How should the currency and the blockchain part of the Bitcoin protocol 
be handled by public agencies? Should public sector use a separate sidechain and if so, what would be the 
major threats to such a strategy? What are the important factors determining the adoption of Bitcoin tech-
nology in public sector? And with regard to Bitcoin as an information infrastructure: What is the crucial 
installed base determining whether Bitcoin will succeed or not in public sector? Finally, are the generativ-
ity factors of the Bitcoin technology sufficiently met in order to foster innovation also in e-Government 
service development?  
These questions are not that different from the questions of public sector’s use of Internet and the web in 
the beginning of the 1990s. Perhaps going back 25 years and looking at how these questions were an-
swered can give us an idea of how public sector could approach the Bitcoin technology. 
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